
MASK MYTHBUSTERS:
Know the facts to keep one another safe!

Per our PPE guidelines, you must wear eye 
protection when caring for any patient, in 
any setting.

Wear a mask while outside to help protect 
yourself as well as our staff, patients, and
visitors.

Please adhere to the reduced capacity 
guidelines for each conference room, which 
have been put in place to allow for physical 
distancing.

The new seating areas around campus 
should be used for eating. Eating is not 
permitted in the workrooms. 
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You must wear your mask at all times while 
at work. The only exceptions are when you 
are taking a quick sip of a drink or eating in 
a designated area. In both cases you must 
be at least six feet away from others.

I don’t need to wear a mask at 
my desk at work.

I don’t need to wear a mask while 
walking outside on campus.

I can sit in a conference room 
with as many people as will fit as 
long as we have on masks.

I can eat with my colleagues in 
our workroom.

If my patient doesn’t have 
COVID-19, I don’t need 
eye protection.



MASK MYTHBUSTERS:
Know the facts to keep one another safe!

A surgical mask is required (and provided 
daily) inside BMC. You can wear a cloth 
mask outside.

Your mask must cover your nose and mouth 
to provide the best level of protection.
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Always wear a mask at work!  The only 
exceptions are eating and drinking – and 
then be as far away as you can from others. 
This helps protect you from people 
(including your colleagues) who might have 
COVID-19 but are asymptomatic.
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Patients should wear a mask when they are 
anticipated to be within 6 feet of a 
healthcare provider for longer than 10 
minutes.
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It’s OK to remove my mask to 
drink throughout the day.

I can wear my cloth mask 
at work.

As long as my mask is 
covering my mouth, I am 
preventing transmission.

If I’m not working with 
COVID-positive patients, 
I won’t get COVID-19 at BMC.

Inpatients are not required to 
wear masks when inside 
their rooms.

Do not remove your mask – even to take a 
quick drink or bite of food – when around 
others. Move away from others if you need 
to remove your mask.
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